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View from the Dome
Welcome to 2012!
The New Year is already destined to be filled with both challenges and opportunities for all of us - as
individuals, as communities and as a planet. Beyond the usual struggle for health, happiness and
prosperity are concerns over what will happen when we reach the end of the current 5,125-year-long
cycle described in the Mesoamerican Long Count calendar, more commonly known as the Mayan calendar.
By now I think we have all heard from many people who are convinced that the world will be ruined or
destroyed at the end of the cycle. However, I have met an equal number who believe that we are poised
to enter a new era of peace, love and spiritual transformation here on Planet Earth.
Supporting the latter idea has been a series of breakthroughs in mainstream science and engineering that
support several of the core assertions made in radionics. A couple of these are summarized in this issue,
including a story on the use of harmonic resonance to broadcast electricity without wires (see page 3) and
a story on the quantum teleportation of DNA molecules from one test tube to an adjacent one when driven
by a weak electromagnetic field (see page 9). Even on the very day that I am writing to you my wife came
across an article on the New Scientist website (see: http://tinyurl.com/7mmzxal) that describes new
“nanophone” technology that allows researchers to listen to the vibratory properties of individual cells
using a combination of lasers and nanoparticles for the first time. One finding described in the same
article was that red blood cells infected with the malaria parasite vibrated with less energy than an
uninfected red blood cell – a conclusion that even the most novice radionic researcher could predict!
The announcement of these discoveries in the popular press makes me hopeful that mainstream and
esoteric sciences are converging in a way that will finally bring radionics into the light after decades of
misunderstanding and even persecution. Indeed, perhaps the end of the current Mayan calendar
describes a new era of limitless power and information-as-energy first described by Nikola Tesla way back
in 1904!
For my part, I believe that our destiny is largely in our own hands and hearts, that each of us has the
power to make a difference in the world around us through positive action guided by kindness and
compassion.

Large Sample Wells
The sample well is the microphone of the radionic
instrument. The subtle energy patterns emitted by samples,
witnesses and reagents resonate the helix of flat copper coils,
producing an analog signal that is delivered to the tuning
capacitors for analysis or broadcasting.
The Large Sample Well has been a staple of the radionic
laboratory since the 1980’s, when farmers complained that
they were spending too much time squeezing samples of bulky
materials into small beakers and test tubes.
Likewise,
potencies destined for use in tanks, sprayers or troughs needed
to be made by the gallon rather than the ounce. At that time a
source for 8” diameter acrylic was located – a size large
enough to allow either a 4.0 liter Griffin beaker or a
typical milk jug to be placed directly into the well.
First invented in 1928, acrylic is a transparent plastic that has
many excellent properties, including durability, shock
resistance and ease of care. It is also optically pure and
provides an excellent basis for the coil sample wells we
produce. However, like any plastic, acrylic is more sensitive to
scratching and may degrade over long periods (decades) of
use. It also does not provide the same level of acoustic
resonance as glass, an important factor when capturing
frequency information.
Invented in 1915 and trademarked as Pyrex, borosilicate glass remains the standard for laboratory
glassware after nearly 100 years, as it shares none of the disadvantages of plastic – it will truly
last a lifetime with zero degradation. Of greater importance to radionic researcher, glass
exhibits a much higher level of acoustic resonance than plastic. A demonstration of this
characteristic can be found by tapping the side of a wine glass to produce a musical note, while
tapping a plastic cup produces only a dull thud. In radionics, this natural clarity of resonance can be
important when capturing the subtle frequency information from samples and reagents.
While we have offered a Pyrex option for small sample wells and instruments for nearly 30 years,
until now we have never found a vendor who could provide Pyrex tubing large enough to make a
large sample well at a cost-effective price. This tubing is made by the inventors of the material –
Corning Glass – then cut to size and fire polished by our vendor. The result is a large sample well
for those radionic researchers for whom clarity and accuracy of frequency information is a primary
concern. Now you can choose the Large Sample Well that is right for your research!

Large Acrylic Sample Well………………………………………………………………….…. $250.00
Large Pyrex Sample Well……………………………………………..…………………….…. $400.00
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Wireless Power Transmission Now a Reality
In the September 2006 issue of the Kelly Research Report we described the impending arrival of
totally wireless transmission of electrical power through the use of electromagnetic resonance, in
which electricity is transmitted through the air between energy sources and devices that are coupled
by identical frequency characteristics. These predictions of the future are now reality, with several
firms and inventors offering prototypes of wireless power systems first described by famed inventor
Nikola Tesla in the March 27, 1904, issue of the New York Times.1
For example, Popular Mechanics reported the exhibition of a wireless
car charging station at the 2011 International Consumer Electronics
Show, in which a Telsa Roadster – a high performance electric sports
car powered by 6,831 lithium ion batteries – was charged by a
lightweight charging plate placed on the floor four inches below the
bottom of the car.2 While complete charging of a totally drained
battery array was estimated to take 48 hours, this system provided
clear proof of the concept. The technology is expected to play a key
role in the eventual adoption of electric vehicles by the public, as it
eliminates the need to remember to plug the vehicle into a special
cord or station. Instead, simply park the vehicle atop the charging
plate and electricity begins to flow automatically.
Several companies are developing wireless power transfer technology. Rachel Kaufman described
the systems being developed by WiTriCity Corporation in Scientific American on October 28, 2011.
The process relies on a principle called magnetic resonance coupling. The charging device,
made of a coiled wire with capacitance plates on either end, uses electricity to create a
magnetic field that resonates at a specific frequency. Just as an opera singer can shatter a
wine glass by singing the right note, the emitting coil transfers energy only to a receiving coil
that resonates at the same frequency. Magnetic resonance coupling is thought to be safer
than other methods of wireless charging because the intensity of the field can be increased
without affecting other, non-resonant objects nearby.3
This means that the charging device will not erase the user’s credit cards or generate otherwise
unwanted electrical fields – only the automobile with the resonant receiving coil will receive a flow of
current.
Approaching the idea of wireless power transmission from a different angle
is 22 year old Meredith Perry, founder and CEO of UBeam, a firm that uses
ultrasound – sound above the level of human hearing – to create electricity
by resonating the crystals in a piezoelectric transducer. In April of 2011 Ms.
Perry won the University of Pennsylvania’s “PennVention” invention
competition and innovation fair only a few months before graduating from
the institution.4 The UBeam technology is expected to be used with smaller
devices like cell phones, laptop computers and other electronics, charging
numerous devices at the same time with a 20 to 30 foot range. It consists of
a charging station that plugs into the wall and emits energy, and an energyabsorbing adapter that plugs into a USB connector.

Meredith Perry (left) and
partner
Nora
Dweck
pose with the UBeam
prototype.

These are just some of the examples in which mainstream science and engineering are
converging on one of the central principles of radionics – that energy can be transmitted
to specific organic systems or subsystems when the core resonant frequencies of those
systems have been identified.
References
1. (March 27, 1904); "Cloudborn Electric Wavelets To Encircle the Globe: This Is Nicola Tesla's Latest Dream, and the Long
Island Hamlet of Wardenclyffe Marvels Thereat." New York Times.
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Accessing the Chakras in Any Auric Body by Daniel Taylor
In thinking about utilizing more banks to fine-tune frequencies for
greater effect, I have recently done some experimentation with the
Chakras. Using one of the traditional worksheets, based upon
information from Charles Whitehouse, we have seen a series of twobank rates: one for the Chakra in question, and a second for Petals In,
Stem, Petals Out, or the Synchronous rate.1 While I have used these
effectively, it has recently occurred to me that these rates are
primarily addressing issues in the Physical Auric Body. This might
be well and good, but the “root” of the problem may not necessarily
lie there.

J.G. Gallimore, Charles Whitehouse, Bob Beutlich and
KRT founder Peter J. Kelly conduct a roundtable
discussion at a U.S. Psychotronics Association meeting.

As a case in point, I recently worked with an organism having at least one type of
blockage in each Chakra from the Solar Plexus clear up to the Crown. Balancing
on the two-bank rates for each Chakra did not prove to be long-lasting in effect,
and was also time consuming. Having done the ACES worksheet,2 I was aware of
some low intensity readings in one of the Astral Auric Bodies. Following this
lead, I attempted to analyze the Chakras in that Astral Auric Body. When I did
this, I found there was only one blockage affecting only one Chakra, the Crown.
More interestingly, when I balanced this, the issues with the five Chakras in the
Physical Auric Body seemed to “auto-correct” as a result! This was a real timesaver for this particular case, and the effectiveness was quite observable.
An example of what this might look like on an instrument follows:
Bank 1: Astral II

87.00 – 69.00

Bank 2: Crown

36.00 – 56.00

Bank 3: Petals In

10.50 – 28.00

The KRT Tuning Station

Similarly, Bank 3 could also be set to: Entrance Blockage (12.25 – 12.75) if that were the issue at hand. Likewise,
additional banks can be cold-scanned and added if appropriate to increase resolution.
Using this approach, we might theoretically be able to access the Chakras in any Auric Body. For some cases, this
might prove to be more efficient in the long run, by getting us closer to the root of the problem.

Notes:
1. For more information on the parts of the Chakra, see the Chakra Balancing worksheet, found in the KRT
Electronic Rate Book’s Worksheet Library. This worksheet also provides other rates for the second bank, such as
Energy Entry Blockage, Exit Blockage, etc.
2. Aura + Chakra + Elimination + Support (“ACES”) is also a worksheet in the KRT Electronic Rate Book Library.
Kelly Research Report
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BASIC RADIONICS: The Silver Sephorah Signal Multiplier
Like virtually all classic radionic devices, the instruments
developed by KRT founder Peter J. Kelly during the early
1970’s included a simple air-core induction coil that
provided a passive (non-powered) boost to the energyas-information signal strength. Nearly 30 years later he
would transform the effectiveness of this ubiquitous
feature by sheathing it with a silver Faraday cage in the
form of a Sephorah.
The Faraday Cage
First invented by the English scientist Michael Faraday in
1836, a Faraday cage is an enclosure made of
conducting material that dissipates external non-static
electric fields. Other examples of Faraday cages include
the cooking chamber inside a microwave oven and the
patient scanning room in a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) system.1 By enclosing the radionic instrument’s
induction coil inside a Faraday cage made of the highest
possible quality silver - 99.9% pure - Kelly eliminated
external electrical interference that could distort or
otherwise interfere with the subtle energy signal
information passing through the coil.
The inspiration for the specific shape of the Faraday cage
utilized - a rectangular prism with pyramidal ends –
sprang from Peter Kelly’s research into the Kabbalah, the
set of esoteric teachings from 11th century Judaism that
were meant to explain the relationship between an
eternal and mysterious Creator and the mortal and finite
universe.2 It was within those ancient texts that he
found the mystical symbol called the Sephorah.

The air-core induction coil in a vintage
Kelly Personal Instrument. To the right
is an early solid-state amplifier board.

Today the air-core induction coil is
surrounded by the silver Sephorah and
integrated with the amplifier board.

Pathway to the Physical Realm
The Sephorah (also spelled Sefirot) is the symbol used
to describe the pathway to God and describes the
manner in which He created the world ex nihilo (out of
nothing).3 In many religions the story of creation is filled
with metaphor, however the Sephorah is consistently
described not as a story but as a diagram - a map of 22
pathways connecting 10 points, each of which explains
one of the specific stages by which “divine energy”4 is
transformed into the physical matter of the universe in
which we live. Of particular interest is the fact that
Kabbalists do not envision time and space as preexisting – instead these are phases of existence that
The Sephorah as depicted in the
come into being as specific post-kindling stages on the
Kabbalah compared with the Sephorah
Tree of Life. Later stages depict the binding and
on the Kelly Workstation motherboard.
recombination of energetic materials until they are so
dense that “pure, limitless energy is ‘solidified’ into the physical universe”. 5
Kelly Research Report
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All of this should sound extremely familiar to the radionics researcher, who understands the
process by which the focused intent of the trained operator is used to drive detection,
assessment and transmission of scalar energy waveforms between specimen and source
using the radionic instrument as the mind-matter interface. Just as the Kabbalah describes
the birth of physical reality from divine energy, the trained operator uses the radionic
instrument to pre-engineer physical reality by tapping into the boundless gulf of universal
energy at the null point before linear time and physical space exist.
In this way the silver Sephorah found at the heart of every KRT radionic instrument serves
as a geomantic signal multiplier, meaning simply that the specific properties of this
enclosure (such as the lengths of the sides and the angles at which they connect) dictate
the focal and intersection points of the energy being reflected from corner to corner and
along both the inner edges and planar surfaces of the Sephorah.
Geomantic Signal Multiplication
In the same way that the geomantic properties of the
optical lenses in a telescope determine that telescope’s
focal point and magnification strength, the shape and
size of the silver Sephorah dictates the degree of signal
focus and information density as the scalar energy is
reflected from point to point along the 22 pathways
described by the Kabbalah.
Placing the Kelly radionic
instrument’s induction core coil at the center of this
ancient signal multiplying and focusing device delivers
the researcher’s radionic information directly to the prephysical place of kindling, the null point found at the
first stage of the Sephorah.

Energy pathways intersect at focal
points in the center of the induction coil
in this simplified diagram.

Signal Input for Maximum Flexibility
The last transformative element to be introduced with
the silver Sephorah technology was the auxiliary signal
input – a seemingly simple modification with
profound implications for the scope and
versatility of the Kelly family of devices. While
the sample wells used with Kelly radionic
instruments are excellent for detection of the
subtle energy patterns of information emitted by
witnesses and reagents, early Kelly instruments had no
means for introducing external waveforms such as Rife
frequencies,
music
or
other
electronic
signal
The induction coil and silver resonating
information to either the analysis or the broadcast. This
strip are visible inside the Sephorah.
The green wires tie the strip and the
was rectified by placing a strip of silver tied to a
Sephorah to the “Signal In” connector.
conducting wire at the center of the induction coil, with
a second conducting wire fused directly to the shell of the Sephorah. When signal
information is introduced through the BNC-type “Signal In” connector on the radionic
instrument the two elements directly resonate the coil between them, thus seamlessly
integrating the electronic signals with the patterns of information-as-energy passing
through the coil.
Kelly Research Report
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Conclusions
As a result of these improvements, Kelly radionic instruments now stand as universal subtle
energy testing platforms with the capability to assess, analyze and broadcast to and/or
from anything that can be photographed, placed in a test tube, or sent through a wire.
The signal focusing and intensifying properties of the silver Sephorah deliver improved
accuracy and increased information density, especially in the presence of external
interference. Other benefits include a consistent reduction in dowsed broadcast times, as
well as a decrease in the rate of repetition required to address recurring issues such as
water contamination, efforts to modify soil composition and virtually any effort to cultivate
life in a world permeated by chemical products, poisons and pollution. An overall increase
in instrument effectiveness has also been observed by those researchers working in areas
of excessive or fluctuating magnetic fields, both natural and artificially generated. Only
Kelly radionic instruments offer the unique benefits generated by the ancient silver
Sephorah technology.
References
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Faraday Cage. Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faraday_cage
Kabbalah. Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kabbalah
Ibid
Sephirot. Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sephirot
Ibid

How often do you quote Shakespeare?
You probably think that only literary scholars quote the famous 16th century playwright
William Shakespeare, who wrote such classics as Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet and Macbeth.
But he is credited with the invention of literally dozens of words and phrases that are now
part of our everyday vocabularies. Here are just a few examples of well-known sayings:
All that glitters is not gold
All's well that ends well
Be-all and the end-all
Brave new world
Break the ice
Breathed his last
Refuse to budge an inch
Cold comfort
Crack of doom
Dead as a doornail
Dog will have his day
Devil incarnate
Eaten me out of house and home
Faint hearted
Forever and a day
For goodness' sake
Foregone conclusion
Full circle
The game is afoot
Kelly Research Report

The game is up
Give the devil his due
Good riddance
It was Greek to me
Heart of gold
In a pickle
In my heart of hearts
In my mind's eye
Kill with kindness
Knock knock! Who's there?
Laughing stock
Love is blind
Melted into thin air
Much Ado About Nothing
Naked truth
Neither rhyme nor reason
Not slept one wink
One fell swoop
Own flesh and blood
-7-

Star-crossed lovers
Parting is such sweet sorrow
Pitched battle
Play fast and loose
Pound of flesh
Seen better days
Spotless reputation
The short and the long of it
Set my teeth on edge
There's the rub
To thine own self be true
Too much of a good thing
Tower of strength
What the dickens
Wild-goose chase

See many more at:
www.pathguy.com/shakeswo.htm
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An Unusual Reagent: The Ana BeKoach
Our friend Daniel Taylor recently drew our attention to the Ana BeKoach, which is a prayer from the
Kabbalah - the set of esoteric teachings meant to explain the relationship between an eternal and
mysterious Creator and the mortal and finite universe (His creation). While the Kabbalah was first
systematized in between the 11th and 13th centuries,1 the Ana BeKoach was written down in the first
century by a great kabalistic Rabbi named Rabbi Nehonia.2
The Ana BeKoach is composed of seven lines, with six words in each line. Each line relates to the
seven Sepherot of the Tree of Life, as well as the seven days of the week. It is represented by the
seven leaf Menorah – the lampstand used in the ancient Tabernacle in the desert and Temple in
Jerusalem, a symbol of Judaism since ancient times and the emblem of the modern state of Israel.
This version of the Menorah is not to be used outside the holy tabernacle, unlike the nine-branched
Menorah of Hanukkah. Here is the prayer3 and the translation:4
1. Unconditional love with connection to a
flawless universe free from chaos.
2. Restrict reactive behavior and close the gates
to negativity and limitation.
3. Open the channel to spiritual and physical
sustenance, removing death from all aspects
of life.
4. Gain the endurance necessary to persevere in
all endeavors.
5. Provide deep insight and divine inspiration.
6. Desire to enlighten others with spiritual
knowledge.
7. Grant the power of renewal, restoration and
the manifestation of desires.

The prayer is related to have been spoken in a dream by David, the biblical slayer of Goliath and
King of Israel.
"In the dream, I was in a very dark place. I was tied up and could not move anything. I tried to
scream but my voice was gone. It was very frightening. Then the Ana BeKoach prayer rose up in my
mind. I started saying it in my thoughts. When I reached the third line everything disappeared and I
woke up."
Taking the first letter of every word in the Ana BeKoach may be taken to create a 42-letter name,
known as the 42 Letter Name of God. The Kabbalists reveal that this sequence of Hebrew letters
taps into the primordial force of creation.
Mr. Taylor reported that the Ana BeKoach can be very useful as a radionic reagent in those
situations where the energetic problem being addressed has a strong emotional or spiritual
component. He printed out the original Hebrew text (as shown above) and placed the strip of paper
in the sample well of the radionic instrument.
As with any radionic reagent, test for appropriateness and effectiveness by adding the reagent to the
well with the witness or sample, then check intensity of either General Vitality or the condition at
hand – whatever is set on the rate banks. Addition of an appropriate reagent should lead to an
increase in intensity of the organism or reduction in intensity of a negative pattern of energy.
References
1. "Kabbalah." Wikipedia. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kabbalah
2. Glover, C. (2002) “Ana Bekoach Prayer.” New Thought Kabbalah. See: http://tinyurl.com/725p9pr
3. Ibid
4. Brown, R. (2008) “Ana Bekoach.” Rachel Brown Custom-Made Jewelry. See: http://tinyurl.com/7klj3ty
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Nobel Winner Says DNA Molecules Can 'Teleport'
John Dunn of Techworld.com has reported that a Nobel Prize winning biologist has created a
controversy by publishing the details of an experiment in which a fragment of DNA appeared to
'teleport' or imprint itself between test tubes.
According to a team headed by Luc Montagnier, previously known for his work on HIV and AIDS, two
test tubes, one of which contained a tiny piece of bacterial DNA, the other pure water, were
surrounded by a weak electromagnetic field of 7Hz.
After 18 hours, as if by magic the same
sequence of DNA was detectable in the test tube containing pure water when the standard
polymerase chain reaction technique for DNA amplification was applied. Mr. Dunn noted that the
original DNA sample had to be diluted many times over for the experiment to work, which might
have explained why the phenomenon has not been detected in previous experiments.
The phenomenon might be very loosely described as 'teleportation' except that the bases project or
imprint themselves across space rather than moving from one place to another. In other words,
after imprinting the DNA information existed in both tubes.
Montagnier then compared the results with control experiments in which:




The time limit was lowered
No electromagnetic field was present or was present but at lower frequencies
Both tubes contained pure water.

On every one of these, no imprint or “teleportation” took place.
The quantum effect - the imprinting of the DNA on the water - is not in itself the most contentious
element of the experiment, so much as the relatively long timescales over which it appears to
manifest itself. Quantum phenomena are assumed to show their faces in imperceptible fractions of a
second and not seconds minutes and hours, and usually at very low temperatures approaching
absolute zero. Revealing a process through which biology might display the underlying
'quantumness' of nature at room temperature would be startling.
Montagnier's experiment will have to be repeated by others to have any hope of being taken
seriously. So far, some scientists have been publically incredulous.
"It is hard to understand how the information can be stored within water over a timescale longer
than picoseconds," said the Ruhr University in Bochum's Klaus Gerwert, quoted by New Scientist
magazine, which broke the story.
Dunn speculated: “What does all of this mean? It could be that the propagation of life is able to
make use of the quantum nature of reality to project itself in subtle ways, as has been hinted at in
previous experiments. Alternatively, it could be that life itself is a complex projection of these
quantum phenomena and utterly depends on them in ways not yet understood because they are
incredibly hard to detect. Speculatively, (and Montagnier doesn't directly suggest anything so
unsubstantiated), it could also be the little-understood quantum properties of the water molecule
and not just its more obvious chemical bonding properties that gives it such a central role in the bioengineering of life-forms. Water might be a good medium in which DNA can copy itself using
processes that hint at quantum entanglement and 'teleportation' (our term).”
Montagnier's paper goes on to discuss the phenomenon he claims to have uncovered using 'quantum
field theory' within the context of his personal interest, disease propagation.
This is another example in which mainstream science is converging on one of the central
principles of radionics – that patterns of information can be copied, transmitted and
imprinted into a new location.
References
Dunn, John E. (January 2011); DNA Molecules Can 'Teleport,' Nobel Winner Says. PCWorld.com. From:
http://www.pcworld.com/article/216767/dna_molecules_can_teleport_nobel_winner_says.html?tk=hp_new
Montagnier, L. (December 2010); DNA Waves & Water. From: http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1012/1012.5166v1.pdf
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Working with Entropy by Marty Lucas
Entropy is the idea that everything moves from being more organized to less organized. We were taught in physics
that our entire universe is slowly becoming less and less organized due to entropy. However, new studies show that
entropy is always constant, and that for everything in the universe that becomes less organized, something else
becomes more organized. This research suggests that it may be possible to focus energy into reorganization of
information that has become less organized over time.
From memories to DNA, organisms are storehouses of lots and lots of organized information. For instance, the
basic DNA strands in the cells of an organism are nearly identical from the date of birth until the date of death. So
if the DNA doesn’t change then why does the organism change? If we apply the concept of entropy, what we see
as aging is actually just an accumulation of disorganized and degraded information that takes place over the years.
Logically, older and sicker organisms exhibit more entropy than younger, healthier ones.
I have been investigating entropy for some time now and have a number of radionic rates that I use. Some are
much more complex than others, but in this article I wanted go over how I use one of the more simple rates:
Stored Entropy [63.90-32.00] – a measure of the amount of accumulated entropy in the organism.
As an experiment, measure your own Stored Entropy first thing in the morning before your morning ablutions.
After you have shaved, showered etc., measure it again. Then eat a healthy breakfast and measure it. Later in the
day, eat something that you know is not so healthy and measure it once more.
Here is what you will see: After you eliminate wastes from your body the level of Stored Entropy will go down.
After you eat a healthy, life-giving breakfast your Stored Entropy will also go down. After you eat something that
is not life enhancing your level of Stored Entropy will go up.
I have done some experiments with balancing using this rate, but my results have been inconclusive. For this
reason, the Stored Entropy rate should only be used for analysis at this time. I am working on development of more
complex rates to use for balancing. Once I have proven them I will share that information.
Now here is where entropy becomes important to each of us as Operators. When you are working on a large
project, check Stored Entropy in the organism before and after. If the entropy level goes up, then you must take
corrective action immediately. Remember, accumulated entropy equals aging and illness! But because the Stored
Entropy rate is only useful for analysis, the corrective balancing must be done in other areas, starting with biophotons, somatids and Chakras. As always, for maximum impact always ground your instrument.
And don’t forget to take the time to energetically balance yourself! You can only help other organisms as long as
you can help yourself.
Have fun and keep ‘smiling and dialing’!
Marty
Note: KRT is not responsible for the views presented by the author of this article.
Radionics is to be used for agricultural research only and is not for use with human beings.
If you need medical or mental health care please visit a licensed professional.
Kelly Research Report
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2012 Calendar of Indications

Bladder, Urethra, Genitals,
Ovaries/ Testes, Prostate,
Sigmoid Colon, Pubic Bone, Nose

Hips, Thighs, Ilium, Femur,
Sacrum, Coccyx, Ischium, Blood
Vessels, Sciatic Nerves, Pituitary

Knees, Bone, Teeth, Skin, Joints,
Hair, Parathyroids, Right Side of
the Body

Lower Legs, Ankles, Circulation,
Pineal Body

Feet, Toes, Thalamus, Blood
Fibrin

July

Kidneys, Ureters, Adrenal
Glands, Skin, Loins, Lumbar
Region, Back of the Body

June

Intestines, Duodenum, Peyer's
Patch, Solar Plexus, Abdomen,
Parasympathetic Nervous System

May

Heart, Vena Cava, Back, Spine,
Spinal Cord, Thymus Gland

April

Breast, Diaphragm, Stomach,
Esophagus, Taste, Left Side of the
Body

March

Lungs, Bronchi, Trachea,
Shoulders, Arms, Hands, Fingers,
Sympathetic Nervous System

February

Neck, Ears, Lower Jaw, Throat,
Cerebellum, Thyroid

January

Head, Cerebrum, Eyes, Face,
Upper Jaw, Carotid Arteries, Front
of the Body

An extension of the concept of planting by the signs is the idea that there are ideal days for receiving
medical care on various parts of the body. Of course, first and foremost use common sense and
follow the advice of your doctor or other licensed healthcare professionals!

1,
27-29

2-4,
30-31

5-6

7-8

9-11

12-13

14-15

16-17

18-19

20-21

22-24

25-26

26-27

1-3,
28-29

4-5

6-7

8-9

10-11

12-13

14-16

17-18

19-20

21-22

24-26

1,
27-28

2-3,
29-31

4-5

6-7

8-10

11-12

13-14

15-16

17-18

19-21

26-27

1-2,
28-29

3-4,
30

5-6

7-8

9-10

11-12

13-15

16-17

25-27

1,
28-29

2-3,
30-31

4-5

6-7

8-10

11-12

13-14

26-27

1-2,
28-29

3-4,
30

5-6

7-8

9-11

25-27

1,
28-29

2-3,
30-31

4-6

7-8
3-4,
30-31

23-25
22-23
18-20
15-17
12-13
9-10

21-22
18-19
14-16
11-13

23-25
20-22
17-18
14-15

23-24
19-20
16-18

21-23
19-20

24-25
21-22

23-24

5-7

8-9

10-12

13-14

15-16

17-19

20-21

22-23

24-25

26-27

1-2,
28-29

September

2-3,
29-30

4-6

7-8

9-10

11-13

14-15

16-17

18-19

20-21

22-23

24-26

1,
27-28

October

26-28

1-3,
29-30

4-5,
31

6-8

9-10

11-12

13-14

15-16

17-18

19-21

22-23

24-25

25-26

1-2,
27-29

3-4,
30

5-6

7-9

10-11

12-13

14-15

16-17

18-19

20-21

2-4,
30-31

5-6

7-8

9-10

11-12

13-14

15-16

17-19

August

November

22-24

1,
December

20-21

22-24

25-26

2729

Klebsiella Pasteurella
Longtime radionic researcher Mr. G.B. recently called to share his success using two of the radionic
rates listed for Klebsiella Pasteurella in the KRT Electronic Rate Book, which he had observed to have
high intensity readings as compared with General Vitality in his calves. He noted:
The body temperature of the calves would begin to drop from the usual temperature of 100.1 or
100.2 degrees Fahrenheit. If body temperature got below 97.5 degrees they would die! If I could
catch them by 98.5 degrees the immune system would respond and they would improve and
survive.”
The rates he used for both analysis and balancing were: 4.00-100.00 and 93.00-72.00. Other
rates for Klebsiella Pasteurella listed in the E-Rate Book are: 15.50-27.00, 49.60-41.40, and
66.00-72.00. As with any radionic operation, these rates are only useful for analyzing and
balancing the energetic properties of an organism and are no replacement for the proper care that
can be delivered by a licensed professional!
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2012 Planting Calendar
In the countless centuries before mankind had scalar and mainstream technology to use on their farms and
gardens, people relied on a greater knowledge and sensitivity to the planet’s natural cycles. Planting by the
“signs” helped deliver the extra farm and garden yields that might make the difference between survival and
succumbing during the year ahead.
Above-Ground: Cited are the best and next best dates for sowing, planting and transplanting all crops that produce
their fruits above the ground, including seed beds, flowers, herbs, pasture and lawn grass, as well as all cover
crops. These dates also indicate the best dates to transplant vines and fruit trees. These are excellent dates for
setting eggs and fishing, as well as breeding of cows, hogs and other livestock.
Root Crops: Indicates the best dates for planting all crops that bear fruit in the ground, including beets, peanuts,
radishes, artichokes, carrots, rutabagas and turnips. Also ideal for bedding, planting, and transplanting potatoes.
Cut & Harvest: Indicates the best dates for cutting hay and gathering all grain crops to achieve quick curing and
good keeping. Also good for planting and transplanting of all non-fruit bearing leaf and vine plants.
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest

JANUARY
7-8, 16-17, 25-26
2-6, 14-15, 20-24, 30-31
2-4, 7-8, 20-21, 30-31
5-6, 16-17, 25-26
1, 9-11, 18-19, 27-29
FEBRUARY
4-5, 12-13, 21-22
1-3, 10-11, 17-20, 26-29
4-5, 17-18, 26-27
1-3, 12-13, 21-22, 28-29
6-7, 14-16, 23-25
MARCH
2-3, 11-12, 19-21, 29-31
1, 8-10, 15-18, 24-28
2-3, 15-16, 24-26, 29-31
1, 11-12, 19-21, 27-28
4-5, 13-14, 22-23
APRIL
7-8, 16-17, 26-27
5-6, 11-15, 21-25
11-12, 21-22, 26-27
7-8, 16-17, 23-25
1-2, 9-10, 18-20, 28-29
MAY
4-5, 13-14, 23-24
2-3, 8-12, 18-22, 30-31
8-10, 18-19, 23-24
4-5, 13-14, 20-22
6-7, 15-17, 25-27
JUNE
1-2, 9-11, 19-20, 28-29
5-8, 14-18, 26-27
5-6, 14-16, 19-20
1-2, 9-11, 17-18, 28-29
3-4, 12-13, 21-23, 30

Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest
Above-Ground
or next best
Root Crops
or next best
Cut & Harvest

JULY
7-8, 16-18, 25-27
2-6, 11-15, 23-24, 30-31
2-3, 11-13, 16-18, 30-31
7-8, 14-15, 25-27
1, 9-10, 19-20, 28-29
AUGUST
3-4, 13-14, 22-23, 30-31
1-2, 8-12, 20-21, 26-29
8-9, 13-14, 26-27
3-4, 10-12, 22-23, 30-31
5-7, 15-16, 24-25
SEPTEMBER
1, 9-10, 18-19, 27-28
4-8, 16-17, 22-26
4-6, 9-10, 22-23
1, 7-8, 18-19, 27-28
2-3, 11-13, 20-21, 29-30
OCTOBER
6-8, 15-16, 24-25
1-5, 13-14, 19-23, 29-31
1-3, 6-8, 19-21, 29-30
4-5, 15-16, 24-25, 31
9-10, 17-18, 26-28
NOVEMBER
3-4, 12-13, 20-21, 30
1-2, 10-11, 16-19, 25-29
3-4, 16-17, 25-26, 30
1-2, 12-13, 20-21, 27-29
5-6, 14-15, 22-24
DECEMBER
1, 9-10, 17-19, 27-29
7-8, 13-16, 22-26
1, 13-14, 22-24, 27-29
9-10, 17-19, 25-26
2-4, 11-12, 20-21, 30-31

We would love to hear about your use of the 2012 Planting Calendar! Drop us a note any time!
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Fall 2011 Order Form

v: (706) 782-2524
f: (706) 782-1047

E-mail: info@kellyresearchtech.com

www.kellyresearchtech.com

Page

Item

Price

S/H

2
2

Extra Large Sample Well - Acrylic
Extra Large Sample Well - Pyrex

$250.00
$400.00

$15.00
$20.00

4

KRT Tuning Station

$750.00

$20.00

5
5
5

Silver Sephorah Upgrade – Personal Analyzer
Silver Sephorah Upgrade – Mk 1 Workstation
Silver Sephorah Upgrade – Mk 2 Workstation

$300.00
$300.00
$650.00

$15.00
$35.00
$40.00

Electronic Rate Book – New Purchase
Electronic Rate Book – Upgrade Purchase (bought 2010 or earlier)

$299.00
$149.00

$3.00
$3.00

4, 11
4, 11

Qty

Total

Please specify which version of MS Windows you are utilizing:

Windows 98, 2000 or ME

Windows XP, Vista or 7

Kelly Research Report – Electronic (PDF)
Kelly Research Report – One/Two Year Renewal (USA)

$9.99/year
$25.00/$45.00

N/A
N/A

Kelly Research Report – One/Two Year Renewal (International)

$40.00/$75.00

N/A

Subtotal
7% Sales Tax (Georgia only)
TOTAL ENCLOSED
What else can we do for you?

Please visit: www.kellyresearchtech.com.

Shipping & Handling: All shipments travel via UPS Ground or the US Postal Service within the United
States. Call or email us for international rates, alternative shipping methods, or for ordering of items not
listed on this form. Discounts are often available for combined shipping of multiple items.
Customer Name:
Company:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Country:

Telephone:

E-Mail:

Payment: All payments must be made using U.S. Funds by check (payable on a U.S. bank), postal money
order or credit card. Mail or fax your order to the address noted at the top of this page.
Credit Card Type:

Card Number:

Expiration Date:

Security Code (3 digit code on back of card):

Signature of Authorization:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

